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Expatri-Art 

Words & Photos: Roger Smith

The extensive expatriate 
communities of the Gulf are 
layered with as many subcultures 
as there are nationalities and races. 
These are the stories of three of 
Doha’s expat women artists who 
found and carved out space for 
themselves on the creative scene. 
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A long the stretched canvas of a 
Jacinthe Lamontagne-Lecomte 
work runs her whole creative 

coming-of-age story. The canvas reveals a 
seamless mix of mediums, motivations and 
emotions – of photography with painting, 
travel with art, and dedication with passion. 

Overrun with paintings, photo prints, clay 
pieces, and art essentials, her home studio 
wears a deliciously dishevelled look. Mild 
winter sunlight streams through a lone win-
dow by her table.

 Poring over her signature photo transfer-
mixed media creations, Jacinthe remarks 
how personal they are: “It’s like I throw 
open my photo album and share it with the 
world.” Her exhibition last year in Doha, 
Made in Asia, gave audiences a similarly per-
sonal glimpse into the cast of characters she 
encountered during her travels across Asia. 

“The people that I take pictures of are 
people that I have feelings for,” the Quebec-
born artist says. “They express something 
to me that I like to share with the world in 
my way.”

 Sporting a cool, cropped haircut that 
gives her the air of an unflappable punk 
rock star, Jacinthe is at as much ease with 
herself as she appears to be. Her clarity and 
control over her craft seem absolute – save 
for her discomfort about being identified 
as an artist. “It makes me feel like I am on 
a pedestal,” she says. That’s perhaps the 
last vestige of her past reluctance towards 
becoming an artist.

 Art always intrigued Jacinthe. Yet it was 
only after she moved to Doha 12 years ago 
that she, then well into her late 30s, yielded. 
“I just wanted to meet people and do some-
thing. There was something inside me that 
had to come to the fore,” she recalls.

 Jacinthe began honouring her inner 
voice, going from surreptitiously doing her 
daughter’s school art projects and getting a  

ɪɠࢫȓȧɽɦࢫɵɭࢫȔȆȧɽɨɦȄࢫɦȄۘܣࢫɮȷȲْڈȆࢫʅɼȳȕ ࡧࢫ
șɱɽɠɽɦ�ɻʊɱȆȗɱɽɭࢫ ַࢫ șɴʊȷȆȡࢫ
ࢫ ՎȆȣʈȵɭࢫȔȆȧɽɨɦȄࢫɷȱɸࢫɪɮȨȕɼࢫ� ՎȆʊɏȄȯȉǻɼࢫ ՎȆʊɳɗࢫȆɺȡɽɄɱࢫȓɀɛ
ɵɭࢫ ࢫ ՎȆȣʈȵɭ ȄɼםȳɏȆȼ֗ࢫ ȄɼݝݰȔȄȵɘࢫ ɪǾȆȷɽɦȄࢫ ɵɭࢫ Վֺࢫ ȫȄȯȗɭ
ɵɭࢫ ࢫ ՎȆȣʈȵɭɼ ɵɘɦȄɼࢫ ȳɘȸɦȄࢫ ɵɭࢫ ࢫ ՎȆȣʈȵɭ ɯȷȳɦȆȉ֗ࢫ ȳʈɽɀȗɦȄࢫ

ʎɲȆɘȗɦȄࢫ�əɔȼɦȄɼࢫ
ȳȡֽࢫ Ȅ ɑɈɛɼࢫ ȄםȓɏɽȍɈࢫ ȲɽɀɦȄɼࢫ ɬɽȷȳɦȆȉࢫ ʊȉْڈȆࢫ ȗɮʆڴȃࢫ
ǴȆɃɽɄɦȄࢫ ɵɭࢫ ࢫ ՎȆɐȊȆɇ ɻʊɈɐʇࢫ Ȇɮɭࢫ ȓʊɳɘɦȄ֗ࢫ ȄɼםȔȆɭȵɨȗȸࢫ
ǴȆȗȼɦȄࢫ ࢭʏࢫ Ȅݍݶݨȓɦɽࢫ ȹɮȼɦȄࢫ ȓɐȻǷࢫ ɪȫȯȕɼࢫ Ȅݍݨ�ȓɨʊɮࢫ

�ȆْڈɦɼȆɇࢫȑɱȆȣȉࢫȓɮʊȘʊɦȄࢫȒȱɗȆɳɦȄفࢫɏࢫɤȯȗɐםȄ
ǻڲʄࢫȔȆɏȄȯȉǻࢫɪɜɱࢫȲɽɀɦȄࢫɦȄۘܣࢫȼȖْڈȳࢫ ȳɌɳȗɗࢫșɴʊȷȆȡࢫ
�ࢫɤɽɜȗɗ ȄȰٮڈȆ֗ࢫ ȔȆɱɽɳɡɮȉࢫ ȓɨɮȨɭࢫ ǷٰڈȆࢫ ɯɟࢫ ɍȧֺࢫ ȕɼ ٭ڈȆࢫ
ࢫʅȲɽɀɦࢫɦȄܨݵȓʊɀࢫɻɟȲȆȼȖǷɼࢫ ՎȆɭɽȍɦǷࢫȩȗɗǷۚܣࢫɱǸɟɼࢫȳɐȻǷ¢
ȄםȆعۜܣࢫ ɬȆɐɦȄࢫ ࢭʏࢫ ʅȱɦȄࢫȯɜɏࢫ ɯɦȆɐɦȄ¡�ࢫȩɮȷࢫȆɺɃȳɐɭࢫ ɑɭࢫ
ɑɳࢫࢭʏࢫȆʊȷǵ¡ࢫ Ւȿ¢ࢫɼǷࢫMade in AsiaࢫɰȄɽɳɐȊࢫȓȧɼȯɦȄࢫʏࢭ
ݍݨȆɸȲɽɺɮࢫǴȆɜɦǼȉࢫȒȳɌɱࢫɾȳȫǷࢫǻڲʄࢫȓɏɽɮȣɭࢫɵɭࢫɦȄܨݵȔȆʊɀࢫ

ɦȄۘܣࢫɜȗɨȕٕڈȆࢫࢭʏࢫɤֺȫࢫȆɸȲȆɘȷǷࢫࢭʏࢫ�Ȇʊȷǵࢫ
¢ɰǻࢫ �ࢫȄȯɳɟ ࢭʏࢫ ɣʊȎʊɟࢫ ࢭʏࢫ Ȕȯɦɼࢫ ɦȄۘܣࢫ ȓɱȆɳɘɦȄࢫ ɤɽɜȕɼࢫ
ࢫɯɺɦࢫɯɸࢫǷܧݵȾȆࢫɵɟǷࢫɯɺɦࢫ ՎȄȲɽȿࢫɉɜȗɦǷࢫɵʆȱɦȄࢫȾȆֿܧݵȄ
ȄםȳɏȆȼࢫɵɭࢫɎɽɱࢫȆɭ֗ࢫȯɜɦࢫɏفȄɼࢫڲʏࢫɵɏࢫȳɭǷࢫȮȯȨɭࢫȔȮȲǸɗࢫɰǷࢫ

�¡ɤȆɢȻֿ ȄࢫɵɭࢫɪɢȼȊࢫɯɦȆɐɦȄࢫɑɭࢫɻɟȲȆȼȖǷ
ȓɀɜȋɼࢫȳɐȻࢫɀɛ؈فȒࢫȓʈȳɀɏɼࢫɻȍȼȖࢫȔȆɀɛࢫȳɐȻࢫʎɲȆɳɗࢫ
ɞɼȳɦȄ֗ࢫɼȯȍʆࢫɰǷࢫȦȆʊȕȲȄࢫșɴʊȷȆȡࢫɑɭࢫȆɺȸɘɱࢫɑȊȆɱࢫɵɭࢫ�ȆɺɨȫȄȮࢫ
ɑȗɮȗȗɗࢫȓʈǹȳȉࢫȓɔɦȆȉࢫȦɽɃɽɦȄࢫɯɡȨȗȋɼࢫɬȆȕࢫȆɺɨɮɐȊࢫɓ؈فࢫǷٰڈȆࢫ
�ࢫȓɨǾȆɛࢫȦȳȼȘɗࢫ�ȓɱȆɳɘɦȆȉࢫȆٕڈɦǻࢫȲȆȼʇࢫȆɭȯɳɏࢫȠȆɏȵɱַ ȆȉࢫȳɐȼȖ
ɖȆɀɭࢫ ࢭʏࢫ șɐɃɼࢫ ɱǸɟɼۚܣࢫ ȳɐȻǷࢫ ȓɘɀɦȄࢫ ɷȱɸࢫ ¢ɨɐȣȕۚܣࢫ
ȫֿ؈فȒࢫ Ȅ ȑȷȄɼȳɦȄࢫ ȄםȳɏȆȼࢫ ɷȱɸࢫ ɪɢȼȖࢫ ȯɛɼࢫ ǴȆɮɌɐɦȄ¡�ࢫ

�ȓɱȆɳɗࢫȩȍɀȕࢫɰǷࢫʏࢫࢭ ՎȆɜȉȆȷࢫȆɸȮȮفɦ
ַࢫ ǻࢫɻɦࢫɯɨȸȘȸȖࢫɯɦࢫȆٰڈǷ؈فࢫɓ֗ࢫșɴʊȷȆȡࢫ ՔɵɘɦȄࢫȳȷǷࢫȆםȆɈɦ
ࢫʊȧɼٔڈȆࢫșɱȆɠࢫࢭʏࢫ ՎȆɭȆɏࢫկհࢫȱɳɭࢫȓȧɼȯɦȄࢫʄڲǻࢫșɨɜȗɱȄࢫȆɭȯɐȊ
�ࢫ¢ɪȡࢫȆɭࢫșɳɟࢫȓɨǾȆɛࢫȳɟȱȗȕɼࢫ�ȆɸȳɮɏࢫɵɭࢫȔȆɳʋțֺȝɦȄࢫȳȫȄɼǷ
Ȇȫݍݨȗۚܣࢫ �Ȇɭࢫ ɪɮɐȊࢫ ɬȆʊɜɦȄɼࢫ Ȯȯȡࢫ ȶȆɱǷࢫ ǴȆɜɦࢫ ɽɸࢫ ɷȯʈȲǷࢫ

ȹʋȷȆȧǷࢫȔȳɐȻɼࢫȒȲɼȳɄȉࢫȍɐȗɦȄ؈فࢫɏٔڈȆ¡�ࢫࢫ
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kick out of their good grades, to taking clay 
art classes, learning to paint with acrylics, 
and creating clay pieces.  

Around three years ago, she stumbled 
upon the photo transfer technique that’s now 
her mainstay. “I don’t like my paintings,” she 
reasons, “And, I am not a photographer. It’s 
when the two meet with other elements such 
as cloth, pigments, oil colours, and charcoal, 
that things really come together for me.”

 Once the black and white portrait shots 
are enlarged into A1 or A0 prints and the im-
age painstakingly imprinted on the canvas 
using lots of water and patience, Jacinthe 
spends weeks stirring up a compelling 
visual ambience around it, often filling the 
empty spaces with floral motifs and mes-
meric patterns and exaggerating the lips  
with luscious red.

 The faces are captured during the several 
backpacking trips Jacinthe takes across Asia 
– it helps that her husband is a pilot – and 
these wanderings traverse haunts beyond 
the regular tourist traps. “We go to markets 
and temples, ghettos and harbours. We sit 
on the sidewalks with the locals and chat. 
They can really make you feel like you are 
traveling because they’ll tell you the truth,” 
she says.

șɨɜȗɱȆɗࢫ ȫȄȯɦȄڴʏ֗ࢫ ǻڲʄࢫɽȿٮڈȆࢫ ȔǷȯȉࢫșɴʊȷȆȡࢫɀȕڧʏࢫ
ɵɭࢫɬȆʊɜɦȄࢫɂɼȳɘȉࢫɳȉȄْڈȆࢫəɀɦࢫɰɽɳɘɦȄࢫȓȸɨȫࢫȲɽɐȼɦȄɼࢫ
ȲɽɄȧࢫ ǻڲʄࢫ Ȓȯʊȡ֗ࢫ ȔȆɭֺࢫ ɏ ɏڴʄࢫ ɪɀȨȕࢫ Ȇɭȯɳɏࢫ ȦȳɘɦȆȉࢫ
ɯࢫɯȷȳɦȄࢫɣʊɨʈȳɟֿȆȉࢫȲȆɢȗȉȄɼࢫəȨȕࢫ ՔɨɐȖɼࢫȳȡֽ Ȅࢫɑɳȿࢫɖɽɘȿ

�ȳȡֽ Ȅࢫɵɭࢫȓʊɳɗ
ȱɳɭࢫȄɽȧڲʏࢫȚֺțࢫȔȄɽɳȷ֗ࢫșɗՔȳɐȖࢫȓɗȯȿࢫȓʊɳɜȗȉࢫɪɜɱࢫ
�ȆɺɦȆɮɏǷࢫ ࢭʏࢫ Ȇȷֿ؟ۜܣࢫ Ȅ ɵɟȳɦȄࢫ ɰֽࢫ Ȅ șȨȍȿǷࢫ ɦȄۘܣࢫ ȲɽɀɦȄࢫ
ַࢫɚɼȳȕࢫڲʏࢫʎɭɽȷȲ֗ࢫȆɱǷɼࢫșȸɦࢫ�ȒȲɽɀɭࢫ �ࢫ¢ȓɨǾȆɛࢫȆɳɦࢫʅɼفɗ
ɵɡɦࢫȆɭȯɳɏࢫʎɜȗɨʆࢫɰȄȱɸࢫɰȆɳɘɦȄࢫɑɭࢫȳȿȆɳɏࢫɾȳȫǷࢫȺȆɮɜɦȆɠࢫ
Ȳɽɭֿࢫ Ȅࢫȩȍɀȕࢫ ՐȱǾȯɳɏ֗ࢫɯȨɘɦȄɼࢫȓʊȘʈȵɦȄࢫɰȄɽɦֿȄɼࢫȓɔȍȿֿȄɼ

�¡ʏڲǻࢫȓȍȸɴɦȆȉࢫȓʊɨȡ
Ʌʊȉֿࢫ ȄɼࢫȮɽȷֿ Ȅ ɱɽɨɦȆȉ؈ɰࢫ ȯɐȊࢫȍɡȕ؈فࢫȲɽȿࢫȄֿܧݵȾȆࢫ
ַࢫȓʊɸȆɳȗɭࢫ ǻڲʄࢫȶȆʊɛࢫկ$ࢫɼǷࢫծ$ࢫȯɐȌɼࢫɑȍɇࢫȒȲɽɀɦȄࢫȓɛȯȉࢫ
ɏڴʄࢫȓȧɽɦࢫɯȷȳɦȄࢫȓɈȷȄɽȉࢫȝɡɦȄ؈فࢫɵɭࢫȄםǴȆࢫɀɦȄɼف֗ࢫɮȕغۜܣࢫ
ࢫǻڲʄࢫȲɽɀɦȄ֗ࢫ ՎȄȳȷǵࢫ ՎȆʈȳɀȉࢫ ՎȄɽȡࢫʎɘɄȕࢫʏۂɼࢫɑʊȉȆȷǷࢫșɴʊȷȆȡ
ɆȆɮɱֿࢫ ȄɼࢫȲɽɸȵɦȄࢫɬɽȷȳȉࢫȓɓȲȆɘɦȄࢫȔȆɗȆȸםȄ׀ࢫɮȕࢫȆɭࢫ ՎȆȍɦȆɓɼ

�ȆɸȴȄȳȉׁ ȳɮȧֿࢫʎɲȆɜɦȄࢫ ȄࢫɰɽɨȉࢫɷȆɘȼɦȄࢫɯȷȲࢫȯʊɐȖɼࢫȓɳȕȆɘɦȄ
ȆɸȲȆɘȷǷࢫ ɤֺȫࢫ ࢭʏࢫ ɷɽȡɽɦȄࢫ ɷȱɸࢫ șɴʊȷȆȡࢫ ȔȲɽȿࢫ
ʅȱɦȄࢫ Ȇɺȡɼȴࢫ ȆɺɨʊɺȸȖࢫ ࢭʏࢫ ɯɸȆȷࢫ ɦȄۘܣࢫ Ȇʊȷǵࢫ ǻڲʄࢫ ȄםȒȮȯɐȗࢫ
ʎɘȗɡȕࢫ ַࢫ ǷٰڈȆࢫ ɽɸࢫ ȧȲֺٮڈȆࢫ ɮʆ؈قࢫ Ȇɭɼࢫ �ȒȳǾȆɇࢫ ɰȆɈȍɛࢫ ɪɮɐʇࢫ
ɪࢫࢭʏࢫȄםɝɇȆɳࢫɦȄۘܣࢫ ՔɓɽȗȕࢫɪȉࢫȓɈʊȸȎɦȄࢫȓʊȧȆʊȸɦȄࢫȔַ ɽݍݨȆȉ
ɜɘɦȄ؈فȒࢫ ǴȆʊȧֿࢫ Ȅɼ ȄɼםȯȉȆɐࢫ ɚȄɽȷֿࢫ Ȅ ¢Ȳɼȵɱࢫ �ࢫɤɽɜȕɼ �ȆɸȲɼȵȕࢫ
ȄɼםȄȳࢭ�ȃࢫȹɨȣɱࢫɏڴʄࢫəʊȿȳɦȄࢫɑɭࢫɰȆɢȸɦȄࢫȄݝݰʊɨ؈ɰࢫɯɨɢȗɱɼࢫ
ٰڈɯࢫ ǴࢫɰȆɢȸɦȄࢫɣɱǷࢫȩǾȆȷࢫࢭʏࢫɯɸȯɨȉֿࢫ Ǻַɸࢫɞȳɐȼʋȷࢫ�ɯɺɐɭ

�¡ȓɜʊɜݍݰȄࢫɣɦࢫȄɽɨ ՔɮȣʆࢫɵɦɼࢫɰɽɗȆɘȻࢫȾȆܧݵǷ
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“The faces are 
captured during the 
several backpacking 
trips Jacinthe takes         
across Asia.”
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W hile raising her toddler son 
Sam, all Pip Hoy wanted to do 
was “put some stuff” on the 

expansive white walls of her West Bay villa to 
silence the stark emptiness perennially gawk-
ing at her. So she took to painting.

 That casual foray into abstract art was 
five years ago. Ever since, Hoy’s works, 
which revel in circles, dots, dashes, and 
grids, meditative atmospherics, near-
hypnotic composition, and soothing color 
schemes, have been part of several group 
exhibitions and a solo exhibition, while 
some found pride of place in the homes of 
Doha’s discerning art aficionados.

 Before the art bug found her, Hoy was a 
head-hunter in the recruitment industry. 
She drew big money and lived the good life. 
But her life somewhat lacked color. Once 
she had a son, she wanted to stay home for a 
while. Hoy’s long-dormant creative side – in 
near-hibernation ever since she had, at the 
last minute, nervously backed out of her plan 
to go to fashion school – was finally destined 
for rescue.

 “I discovered painting in Doha,” Hoy says, 
“I met an Australian artist here who in-
spired me. She suggested I start off by simply 
doodling on a canvas.”

 In no time, Hoy had begun painting, her 
friends had begun heaping praises, and 
within months, she had commissions roll-
ing in. For Hoy, colors are like visual food 
and shapes are steeped with meaning. The 
memory of watching her seamstress mother 
sew for hours on end, for instance, manifests 
in her approach towards the methodical 
arrangement of dots in a painting. “I find 
painting incredibly meditative and peaceful. 
I am happiest in that space. I feel alive and 
fulfilled,” she says.

 At her home studio on the upper floor, 
Hoy’s paintings adorn walls and easels alike. 

ȉȄٔڈȆࢫȆɭȯɳɏࡧࡧࢫ ʎȌȳȕࢫ ʅɽɸࢫ ȑʋȉࢫ șɱȆɠࢫ
șɱȆɠࢫ Ȇɭࢫ ɪȡࢫ ɬȆȷ֗ࢫ ɔɀɦȄ؈فࢫ
ɷȯʈȳȕࢫɽɸࢫ¢ɝʊɨɐȖࢫءۜܣǴࢫȆɭ¡ࢫɏڴʄࢫȄݍݨɰȄȲȯࢫǴȆɄʊȍɦȄࢫࢭʏࢫɭ؇قȆɺɦࢫ
ɒȄȳɘɦȄࢫ Ȅȱɸࢫ ɮȗɦ׀ࢫ ȓȧɼȯɦȄࢫ ࢭʏࢫ ʎȌȳɔɦȄࢫ Ȅݍݵȥʊɨࢫ ࢭʏࢫ ɯȬɘɦȄࢫ

�ɯȷȳɦȄࢫʄڲǻࢫȔǸࢫݍݨ ՐȱǾȯɳɏࢫ�Ȇࢫ٭ڈɉʊȨʆࢫʅȱɦȄࢫəʊݝݵȄ
ɵɘɦȄࢫ ࢭʏࢫ Ȅȱɸࢫ ࢭʏࢫ ȄםɑɃȄɽȗࢫ ȆɺȷȆɮɔɲȄࢫ ɏڴʄࢫ ɭɼغۜܢࢫ
ʅȯʈȳȣȗɦȄࢫճࢫ�ȔȄɽɳȷࢫȱɳɭࢫɣɦȰࢫȄݍݰ؈ɰ֗ࢫȔȳɺɋࢫɤȆɮɏǷࢫȑʋȉࢫ
ɆȆɜɱɼࢫɆɽɈȫɼࢫɀɛ؈فȒࢫȔȆɢȍȻɼࢫ ȳǾȄɼȮࢫ ɏڴʄࢫɪɢȻࢫ ʅɽɸࢫ
ȓɱɽɨɭࢫ ȔȆɈɈȬɭɼࢫ Ȓȳȷǵࢫ ɻȍȻࢫ ȑʊɟȄȳȕɼࢫ ȓʊɨɭǸȕࢫ ɆȆɮɱǷɼࢫ
ࢫɵɭࢫȮȯɏࢫɵɭࢫȄםɂȲȆɐࢫ

ՎȄǴȵȡࢫȔȆɏȄȯȉׁ Ȅࢫɷȱɸࢫșɨ ՔɢȻɼࢫ�ȓȨʈȳɭ
ȄݍݨȓʊɏȆɮࢫȓʆȮȳɘɦȄɼࢫࢭʏࢫȧ؈ɰࢫɂȳɏࢫȆɺɄɐȊࢫȳȬɘȉࢫɏڴʄࢫɰȄȲȯȡࢫ

�ȓȧɼȯɦȄࢫʏࢫࢭɰ؈ɐɨɈםȄࢫɵɘɦȄࢫȒȄɽɸࢫɤȴȆɳɭ
ɪȍɛɼࢫɰǷࢫəȼȘɡȕࢫȓɱȆɳɘɦȄࢫȓɳɭȆɢɦȄࢫࢭʏࢫȆɺɨȫȄȮ֗ࢫșɱȆɠࢫȑʋȉࢫʅɽɸࢫ
ɤȄɽɭֿࢫ Ȅࢫɵɭ؈فࢫȝɡɦȄࢫșɳȡɼࢫ�ɬȄȯȬȗȷַ ȄࢫɎȆɈɛࢫʏࢫࢭəʊɋɽȕࢫȓɨɭȆɏ
șȻȆɏɼࢫȒȆʊȧࢫȒȯʊɓȲ֗ࢫɓ؈فࢫǷٰڈȆࢫșɱȆɠࢫȳɐȼȖࢫɰǷࢫȆʊȧٮڈȆࢫȳɜȗɘȕࢫǻڲʄࢫ
ɬȴֺࢫȄם؇قɤࢫם�ȒȯࢫȆɭȯɐȊࢫ ȕࢫɰǷࢫȔȮȄȲǷࢫȆٔڈȉȆȉࢫșɛȴ ՒȲࢫȆɭȯɳɏɼࢫ�ɰȄɽɦֿȄ
ࢭʏࢫ ȥȕȆɱࢫɵɏࢫȆɸȲȄȳɛࢫ ࢭʏࢫȔȆȍȷࢫɪʈɽɇࢫ ȓʊɏȄȯȉׁࢫ Ȅ șɱȆɠࢫȍɸɽɭْڈȆࢫ
ȫֿ؈فȒࢫɝɨɜȋɼࢫȍɟ؈فࢫɦȄفɑȡȄࢫɵɏࢫȒȳɡɗࢫɤȆɮɡȗȷȄࢫȷȄȲȮْڈȆࢫ ȄࢫȓɌݏݰɦȄ

�ȆɸȱɜɳȗɦࢫȓȍɸɽםȄࢫɷȱɸࢫȔȮȆɏ֗ࢫȓɃɽםȄࢫɤȆȣɭࢫʏࢭ
șʊɜȗɦȄࢫ ȟʊȧࢫ ȓȧɼȯɦȄࢫ ࢭʏࢫ ɯȷȳɦȄࢫ ¢șɘȼȘɟȄࢫ �ࢫșɦȆɜɗ
ǷȯȉǷࢫ ɰǷࢫ ɏڴʏࢫ șࢫ ՑȧՑفɛȄɼ ɽɦȄڌ�ʏࢫ ࢫ Ցʏࢭ șȝɐȊࢫ ȷȄفȓʊɦȄࢫ ȓɱȆɳɘȉࢫ

�¡ɯȷȳɦȄࢫȓȧɽɦࢫʄڴɏࢫȓɈʊȸȊࢫȔȆȼȌȳȬȉ
Ƿȯȋɼࢫ ɯȷȳȕࢫ ʅɽɸࢫ șȧȄȲࢫ ֗ࢫ ՎȄȯȡ ɀɛ؈فࢫ șɛɼࢫ ȯɐȌɼࢫ
ȳɺȻǷࢫ ɰɽɄɓࢫ ɼࢭʏࢫ �ǴȄȳɇׁࢫ Ȅ ȉȆɐȗȉ؈فࢫ ڈȆࢫ ɽٰɛȯɔʇ ȆɸǹȆɛȯȿǷࢫ
ȓɨʊɨɛ֗ࢫȔȯʆȄȵȕࢫȔȆȍɨɈɦȄࢫȄݍݵȓȿȆࢫɏڴʄࢫȆȧɽɦٮڈ�ȆࢫȓȍȸɴɦȆȉࢫǻڲʄࢫ
ʅɽɸ֗ࢫɻȍȼȖࢫɰȄɽɦֿȄࢫɬȆɐɈɦȄࢫɵɭࢫȓʊȧȆɳɦȄࢫȓʈȳɀȍɦȄࢫȗɐȖɼفࢫ
ȓɐࢫȆȉם�ʎɲȆɐࢫȣȗȕɼڴʄࢫȆʈȳɟȰٮڈȆࢫɵɏࢫȯɦȄɼٮڈȆࢫ ՔȍȼɭࢫɤȆɢȻֿ ȄࢫɰǷ
ȄݍݵȓɇȆʊࢫɼۂʏࢫɉʊȬȕࢫȔȆɏȆȸɦࢫࢭʏࢫȄםȔȆȋȲȆɜࢫɦȄۘܣࢫȆɸȯɮȗɐȖࢫࢭʏࢫ
�ࢫ¢ȳɐȻǷࢫȓɨǾȆɛࢫȦȳȼȖɼࢫ�ɯȷȳɦȄࢫȯɳɏࢫɆȆɜɳɨɦݤݮࢫɳɮםȄࢫɑʊɮȣȗɦȄ
ࢫ ࢫ �ɬֺࢫ ȸɦȆȉ ࢫ ՎȄȲɽɐȻ ࢫ Քʏࢭ ȟɐȍʈɼࢫ ɭǸȕڴʏࢫ ɆȆȼɲࢫ ɯȷȳɦȄࢫ ɰǷࢫ

Pip 
Hoy  
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“I think my work has progressed because, by 
nature, I like to be active, involved, and push 
the boundaries a bit,” she explains, “I have 
gone from being a novice artist to an experi-
enced artist to becoming a gallery consultant 
of Grand Hyatt Doha’s Corridor, which is an 
initiative to serve the local artists’ commu-
nity by offering a unique gallery space to ex-
hibit their work, and to also serve art lovers 
interested in accessing work that they won’t 
find elsewhere.”

 Nearly everything the Australian expat 
has done on this journey has been “just be-
cause, you know, just to try it,” she says, “As 
women, we see our husbands go to work, 
children go to school and everything that we 
do is about our family. Creating art, though, 
is just for me.”

 The challenge, always, is to find more 
time to work on her art. “You can’t have it all 
– you can’t be an expat’s wife, a mother, and 
develop an art practice,” Hoy says, “So I work 
around this is by sticking to styles and colors 
that I know I like.”

 Her heightened sense of self-awareness 
coaxes her art to express something serene 
and peaceful. “There’s so much agitation out 
there that I need the calm.”  

ɅȍɱǷࢫ ɱǷۚܣࢫ ȳɐȻǷࢫ �əȿɽȕࢫ ַࢫ ȒȮȆɐȷࢫ ȆȬȕݍݨۚܣࢫ ɞȆɳɺɗࢫ
�¡ɝɜȨȗȕࢫȆɺɨɠࢫʎɭֺ ȧǷࢫɰǷɼࢫȒȆʊݍݰȆȉ

ʅɽɸࢫ ɬɽȷȲࢫ ɵࢫ Քʈȵȕ ɭ؇قȆɺɦ֗ࢫ ɵɭࢫ ɏֿڴʄࢫ Ȅ ɝȉȆɈɦȄࢫ ɼࢭʏࢫ
ȄݍݨɰȄȲȯࢫȔֺɭȆȧɼࢫȔȆȧɽɦࢫɯȷȳɦȄࢫɏڴʄࢫȯȧࢫ�ǴȄɽȷࢫȦȳȼȖɼࢫ
ɱֿۚܣࢫɐʊȍɈȉۘܣࢫȑȧǷࢫɆȆȼɴɦȄࢫ �ࢫ¢ɵɋǷࢫɰǷࢫɮɏڴʏࢫȲɽɈȕࢫȓɨǾȆɛ
ȓʈɼȆɸࢫ ȓɱȆɳɗࢫ ɵɭࢫ șɨɜȗɱȆɗࢫ Ȅݍݰ�Ȯɼȯࢫ ʎɈȬȕɼࢫ ɆȄȳȬɱַࢫ Ȅɼ
ɰֽࢫɪɮɏǷࢫȒȲȆȼȘȸɮɟࢫࢭʏࢫɂȳɐɭࢫ ȄɼࢫȓɀɀȬȗɭࢫȓɭȆȷȲࢫʄڲǻ
ȲɼȯʈȲɽɠࢫɘɦȄۚܣࢫࢭʏࢫɚȯɳɗࢫȯɱȄȳȡࢫȒȆʊȧࢫȓȧɼȯɦȄࢫɽɸɼࢫȒȲȮȆȍɭࢫ
ٮڈɖȯࢫǻڲʄࢫȒȯɏȆȸɭࢫɱȆɳɘɦȄ؈ɰࢫࢭʏࢫȄݝݨɑɮȗࢫȄݝݰڴʏࢫɵɭࢫɤֺȫࢫ
ɰɽɃȳɐʇࢫ ȟʊȧࢫ Ȇɺɏɽɱࢫ ɵɭࢫ Ȓȯʈȳɗࢫ ɂȳɏࢫ ȓȧȆȸɭࢫ ɯʆȯɜȕࢫ
ɯɺɦȆɮɏǷࢫɰɼȯɏȆȸʉɼࢫȨɭۗܣࢫɵɘɦȄࢫࢭʏࢫɤɽȿɽɦȄࢫǻڲʄࢫɤȆɮɏǷࢫȓʊɳɗࢫ

�¡ȳȫǵࢫɰȆɢɭࢫʅǷࢫʏࢫࢭȆɸɼȯȣʆࢫɵɦ
ȷֿفȓʊɦȄࢫȄםȒȳȡȆɺࢫɤȄɽɇࢫȸɭ؈فٮڈȆࢫ ȄࢫɷȱɸࢫȔȄȴȆȣɱǻࢫșȕǷɼ
�ࢫ¢ɵȨɱࢫǴȆȸɴɦȄࢫɤɽɜȗɗࢫ�ȒȯʆȯȡࢫȓȋȳȣȕࢫȲȆȍȗȫȆȉࢫȆْڈȍɓȲࢫȓȣʊȘɱ
Ȅם�ȓȷȲȯࢫ ǻڲʄࢫ ȆɱȮࢫ ɼַǷɼ ɪɮɐɦȄࢫ ǻڲʄࢫ ɰɽȍɸȱʆࢫ ȆɳȡȄɼȴǷࢫ ɾȳɱࢫ
ɤȆɮɏֿࢫȓʊɳɘɦȄࢫ ȄࢫȲȆɢȗȉȄࢫȆɭǷࢫ�ȆɳȗɨǾȆɏࢫɤɽȧࢫȆɺɨɠࢫȆɳȕȆʊȧࢫȲɽȨɮȗȕ

�¡ʅȯȧɼࢫʎȌࢫɝ Քɨɐȗʊɗ
ɵɮɡʈɼࢫʅȯȨȗɦȄࢫɟֿȄفࢫࢭʏࢫȮȆȣʆǻࢫșɛɽɦȄࢫɪɮɐɨɦࢫɏڴʄࢫɗٔڈ�Ȇࢫ
ַࢫɑʊɈȗȸʇࢫȄםǴȳࢫɰǷࢫɪɀȨʆࢫɏڴʄࢫɪɠࢫȆɭࢫɷȯʈȳʆ֗ࢫ �ࢫ¢əʊɄȕɼ
ࢫɬǷɼࢫȓɱȆɳɗɼࢫȶȲȆɮȕࢫɳɺɭْڈ�Ȇࢫ ՐȯɗȄɼࢫȓȡɼȴࢫɰɽɠǷࢫɰǷۚܣࢫɳɡɮʆַࢫ Ȅȱɦࢫ
ȑʊɦȆȷֿࢫɦȄۘܣࢫ ȄɼࢫɰȄɽɦֿȆȉࢫɬȄقɦַȄࢫɤֺȫࢫɵɭࢫʅȳɭǷࢫȳȉȯȕǷࢫȄȱɦ

�¡ȆّڈȧǷۚܣࢫɱǷࢫɖȳɏǷ
ɦȄۘܣࢫ ȓʊɳɘɦȄࢫ ɤȆɮɏֿࢫ Ȅ ɑɭࢫ ȄȱɦٮڈȆࢫ ȍɡɦȄ؈فࢫ ɏɼٕڈȆࢫ ʈɼفɝɗȄࢫ
�ࢫ¢ȳȫȵʆࢫɯɦȆɐɦȄࢫɤɽɜȗɗࢫ�ɬֺ ȸɦȄɼࢫǴɼȯɺɦȄࢫɵɏفࢫ ՔɐȗɦࢫȆɺɭȯɜȕ

ȝɡɦȆȉ؈فࢫɵɭࢫȄݍݰȓɟȳ֗ࢫȄȱɦࢫȆɱǷࢫȓȡȆȨȉࢫǻڲʄࢫǴɼȯɺɦȄ¡�ࢫࢫ

“I think my work 
has progressed 
because, by nature, 
I like to be active.”
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ɵɭࢫȆɭȯɐȊࡧࡧࢫ Ȅם؇قɤࢫ ǻڲʄࢫ ȻȲܣࢫ ȔȮȆɏࢫ
ȄםʃɘȼȘȸࢫɼۂʏࢫʎɲȆɐȖࢫȔȆɘɏȆɄɭࢫ
ܵݰȓʊࢫȒȳɈȫ֗ࢫșʊɜȉࢫȓȨʈȳɇࢫȺȄȳɘɦȄࢫɓ؈فࢫȒȲȮȆɛࢫɾɽȷࢫɏڴʄࢫ
ȳɌɳɦȄࢫǻڲʄࢫəɜȷࢫ�ȓɗȳɔɦȄࢫȳɌɳɗࢫʊȍɇّڈȆࢫǻڲʄࢫȆɭࢫɽɸࢫȯɐȊǷࢫɵɭࢫ
Ȅם݀ݨȔȄȵࢫɦȄۘܣࢫȯɛࢫȆɺɜɜȨʆࢫȑɈɦȄࢫȄݍݰȟʆȯࢫɱɼܶݰȆɺࢫȒȮɽɐɦȆȉࢫ

�ȳʈȳݍݰȄࢫʄڴɏࢫɯȷȳɦȄࢫʄڲǻ
ɼࢭʏࢫȆɺɨɔȼɭࢫȄם؇قڲʏࢫȄםɐȍ؆ف֗ࢫȳɟȱȗȕࢫɤȄɼȳȡǷࢫɣɦȰࢫȦȆȍɀɦȄࢫ
�ࢫ¢șɭȯɜȕࢫʃɈȬȉࢫɓ؈فࢫȓȗȉȆț֗ࢫɤɽɜȕɼࢫ ՎȄȳɺȻࢫկմࢫɻʊɨɏࢫȳɭࢫʅȱɦȄ
șɨȫȯɗࢫǻڲʄࢫɷȱɸࢫȓɗȳɔɦȄࢫșɡȸɭǷɼࢫȼʉȳȉۘܣࢫȔǷȯȋɼࢫ�ɯȷȲǷࢫ

�¡ȆɺɭɽʆࢫȒȵ݀ݨɭࢫșɨɀȧ
Ȇɳɦࢫ șɘȿɼࢫ Ȇɭȯɳɏࢫ ࢫ ՎȆȧȳɗ ɰȄɼȄȮɽȸɦȄࢫ ȆɸȆɳʊɏࢫ Ȕֿࢫ ȗɗ׀
șȸɭַࢫȓȼʉȳɦȄࢫȓɐɈɛࢫ ȲɽɐȻࢫȦȳɘɦȄࢫʅȱɦȄࢫɏȄفȆɸȄࢫݍݰȓɌࢫ
�ࢫ¢ȔǷȯȉࢫəʊɄȕɼࢫ�ȺȆɮɜɦȄࢫʄڴɏࢫɰȄɽɦֿȄࢫșɀɛȄفɗࢫȳʈȳݍݰȄ
ǴȆɈɏǻࢫ ǻڲʄࢫ Ȕȯɏࢫ ɏɽȍȷǷ؈ɰ֗ࢫ Ȳɼȳɭࢫ ȯɐȌɼࢫ ֗ࢫ ՎȆʊȣʈȲȯȕ ʃɘȻǷࢫ
ɖɽɘȿࢫɯȷȳɦȄࢫɏڴʄࢫȄݍݰ�ȳʈȳࢫ¢ʎɲȱɜɱǷࢫɯȷȳɦȄࢫɏڴʄࢫȄݍݰȳʈȳࢫ

�¡ɬɽȗȨɭ؈فࢫɀɭࢫɵɭ
ɯɦࢫəȼȘɡȕࢫȓɱȆɳɘɦȄࢫȓʆȯɳɺɦȄࢫȓʊɭȆɀɐɦȄࢫɵɗࢫɯȷȳɦȄࢫɏڴʄࢫ
ࢫ ՎȆɭȆɏࢫկհࢫȱɳɭࢫɣɦȰࢫɰȆɠɼࢫ�ȳɈɛࢫʄڲǻࢫȆɺɦȆɜȗɱȄࢫȯɐȊַࢫ ǻࢫȳʈȳݍݰȄ
ȲȆɇׁࢫȄݍݵȼۗܣࢫȒȆɱȆɐɭࢫ ȄࢫʄڴɏࢫȳʈȳݍݰȄࢫȓɐɈɛࢫ ՔȯɭࢫɰȆɠࢫȆɭȯɳɏ
ȓʊɭɽʆࢫ�ȓȍɐȿࢫɬɽʊɦȄ֗ࢫȗɐȖفࢫɤȄɼȳȡǷࢫȯȧǷࢫɯɸǷࢫɭȆȷȳɦȄ؈ɰࢫɏڴʄࢫ
ȄݍݰȳʈȳࢫࢭʏࢫȳɈɛࢫȝʈɼۚܣࢫɏڴʄࢫȆɺɏȄȯȉǻࢫɪɠࢫɵɭࢫ٬ֺɭȴڈȆࢫ٬ֺɮɏɼڈȆࢫ
ʅȱɦȄࢫɰɽɮȗɴʆࢫǻڲʄࢫȄݝݨɑɮȗࢫȄݝݵɮڴʏࢫʅȳɈɜɦȄࢫȄɼݍݵفǴȄࢫʊɳɘɦȄ؈ɰࢫ
ɵɭࢫɵʆȯɗȄɽɦȄ֗ࢫǻɼڲʄࢫȑɱȆȡࢫɣɦȰࢫɗࢼܣࢫȕفȶǷࢫȓʊɐɮȡࢫɽɱȆɳɗࢫ

�ȆْڈȸȷǷۘܣࢫɦȄࢫMAPSࢫȳʈȳݍݰȄࢫʄڴɏࢫɯȷȳɦȄ
ȔɼȲɼࢫȆɳɦࢫȆʆȄȯȉٮڈȆࢫȆɭȯɐȊࢫșɟȳȕࢫȆɺɨɮɏࢫɒȳɘȗȗɦࢫɦفȓʊȉࢫɳȉȄْڈȆࢫ
ȄםȒȯȨȗࢫ ȔȆʆַࢫ ɽɦȄ ɵɭࢫ ȄםȮȄɽࢫ ȑɨɈȉࢫ ¢ȔǷȯȉࢫ �ࢫȓɨǾȆɛ ɘɦɼٔڈȆࢫ
ǻڲʄࢫ ɳȉȄۘܣࢫ ȯɨȬȕࢫ ɰǷࢫ ȯɐȊࢫ �ȓʆȯȣȉࢫ ɰȳɮȕǷࢫ șȧȲɼࢫ ȓʊɡʈȳɭֿࢫ Ȅ
֗ࢫȮɽɏǷࢫǻڲʄࢫɗȳɓۘܣࢫɯȷȲǷɼࢫȧۘܢࢫ ՎǴȆȸɭࢫկկࢫȓɏȆȸɦȄࢫʏࢫࢭȺȄȳɘɦȄ
ַࢫ�ɬɼȆɜȕࢫɼࢭʏࢫ �ࢫșɱȆɠࢫɐȖفʆۚܣࢫȓȍɓȲࢫɯȷȳɦȆȉࢫ ՎȆȧȆȍȿࢫȓȝɦȆȝɦȄ

�¡Ȇٕڈɦǻࢫșɏȳɸۘܣ֗ࢫɳȉȄࢫǴȆɢȉࢫșɐɮȷࢫɤȆȧ
șɸȆɮȕࢫ əʊɟɼࢫ Ȅݍݰȳʈȳࢫ ɰȄɽɦǷࢫ ȓɛȳȉࢫ ɤȄɼȳȡǷࢫ ݰȔȳࢫ Ւܥ
�ȆɺɦȆɮɐȗȷַࢫ ȺȆɮɜɦȆȉࢫȔȲȳɜɗࢫɰǷࢫɯɨɐȗȕࢫȓɜʈȳɈɦȄࢫɦȄܶݰȓȨʊࢫ
ɏڴʄࢫ ɯȷȳɦȄࢫ ȓɱȆɳɗࢫ ǴȆɏȯȗȷȄࢫ ɏڴʄࢫ ¢șɨɮɏࢫ �ࢫȓɨǾȆɛ ʅɼȳȕɼࢫ
ɏɽȍȷǷ؈ɰࢫ םȒȯࢫ ȓȧɼȯɦȄࢫ ǻڲʄࢫ ɽȉȄȴࢫ ʅȮɽȡࢫ ȓʈȲȆɔɳɺɦȄࢫ Ȅݍݰȳʈȳࢫ

�¡ȓʊɳɜȗɦȄۚܣࢫɮɨɐȗɦ

Rashmi 
Agarwal  

03

W hen she returned home from 
the hospital, owing to a grave 
health complication, a bed-

ridden Rashmi Agarwal was reduced to gaz-
ing endlessly at the ceiling. Her doctor looked 
beyond the miracles of modern medicine and 
advised her to resume silk painting.

At her sprawling home studio, Agarwal 
reminisces about that morning, 16 months 
ago, “I staggered into this room, picked up 
my brush and started painting. That day 
was a miracle.”

 Her big, black eyes grow wide as she de-
scribes that familiar, deep-set joy of the mo-
ment her brush makes contact with a piece 
of silk, sending a miniscule shot of colour 
dancing across the cloth. “The healing was 
incremental,” she says, “Two weeks later I 
had resumed my silk art classes for students. 
Silk painting saved me.”

 The self-taught Indian artist discovered 
silk art only after moving to Qatar. That was 
12 years ago, when to merely pin the silken 
cloth on a wooden frame was a routine 
struggle. Today, Agarwal is one of Qatar’s 
foremost silk artists, as vouched by her peers 
and clients – the upper echelons of Qatari so-
ciety and art connoisseur expats – and helms 
the art community Middle East Art and Silk 
Painters (MAPS), which she founded.

ȻȲܣ
ɤȄɼȳȡǷ
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 “I started off by ordering materials from 
the US and practicing in earnest,” says 
Agarwal, who quit her day job to tend to her 
daughter and focus on art, “I would put her 
to sleep at 11 pm, then go to my room and 
paint till 3 am. That urge was irresistible. If I 
would hear her cry, I would rush to her.”

 With the immaculate fluidity of silk dye 
colors holding her in thrall, Agarwal wanted 
to learn the exact process. “So I arranged for 
Hungarian silk artist Judy Szabo to fly down 
to Doha, stay over for two weeks, and teach 
me,” she says.

 That home-schooled crash course gave 
Agarwal’s ideas wings and her artistic flight 
path hasn’t strayed since. Her studio is a re-
pository of her boundless voyage along the 
silk route – paintings, scarves, bags, lamp 
shades, abayas, boxes, vases, showpieces, 
pots, plates, cups, necklaces, and pillow cov-
ers abound, as do the tools of the trade, such 
as dyes and a trunk full of imported chiffon 
and raw silk.

 Her silk paintings pull in disparate ele-
ments - letters from ancient Qatari books  
or calligraphy bent into beautiful shapes. 
Scarves, however, seem to be Agarwal’s 
new muse.

 Buzzing with bright colours, East-West 
fusions, and Arabian motifs, they readily 
accommodate her curiosity for the exotic. “I 
want to enter the fashion world with my line 
of designer scarves,” she says, “Fortunately 
my husband has been extremely supportive, 
which is a huge source of strength for multi-
tasking women artists like me. It helps us 
dream big.”

 For all her self-assuredness, her point 
of entry into her creations is consigned to 
pure instinct. “It’s only when I start paint-
ing that it all comes to me – the shapes, the 
patterns,” Agarwal says, “It’s another world 
there. I just give in not knowing where it 
will take me.”  

ɤȄɼȳȡǷࢫ șȨȍȿǷࢫ ǽȲȆɈɦȄ֗ࢫ Ȅם؇قڲʏࢫ əɀɦȄࢫ Ȅȱɸࢫ ȯɐȌɼࢫ
ɝࢫȆɸȲȆɢɗǸȉࢫȓʊɳɘɦȄࢫǻڲʄࢫȯɐȊǷࢫɵɭࢫʅǷࢫșɛɼࢫɭغۜܢ�ࢫ

ՔɨȨȗɦࢫȒȵɸȆȡ
ȗɡʈɼ؇قࢫȆɺɨɔȼɭࢫɏڴʄࢫɪɮȡǷࢫəȨȗɦȄࢫɦȄۘܣࢫɐɮȡْڈȆࢫࢭʏࢫȧȲֺٮڈȆࢫ
ɼǷɼܧݰȓࢫ ȔȆȧɽɦࢫ ɵɭࢫ Ȅݍݰȳʈȳࢫ ɝʈȳɇࢫ ɏڴʄࢫ ȒȮɼȯȨɭࢫ ֺࢫ ɦȄ
ɂȳɐɨɦࢫ ɑɈɛɼࢫ ȓʊɱǵɼࢫ ȑɨɏɼࢫ ȔȆʆȆȍɏɼࢫ ȩʊȉȆɀɭɼࢫ ȑǾȆɜȧɼࢫ
ǻɼڲʄࢫ ȔȄȮȆȷɽɨɦࢫ ȈȄɽɠǷɼࢫȮɽɜɏɼࢫȓʊɈɓǷɼࢫ ݰɰɽࢫ ɼܵ Ȳɼȯɛɼࢫ
ȥʊȸɴȉࢫ ȓȀʊɨɭࢫ ɝʆȮȆɳȿɼࢫ ɒȆȍȿֿȆɠࢫ ȓɐɳࢫ ՒɀɦȄ Ȓȯࢫ Փɏ ɱȆȡّڈȆࢫ

�ɬȆݍݵȄࢫȳʈȳݍݰȄɼࢫȳʈȳݍݰȄ
ɪɮȨȕɼࢫȆȧɽɦٮڈȆࢫȄݍݰȓʈȳʈȳࢫࢭʏࢫȆʊɇٮڈȆࢫȳȿȆɳɏࢫȓɳʆȆȍȗɭࢫɭٔڈȆࢫ
ɖȳȧǷࢫȒȰɽȫǸɭࢫɵɭࢫȑȗɟࢫȓʈȳɈɛࢫȓɮʆȯɛ֗ࢫɼǷࢫɬȯȬȗȸȖࢫɵɗࢫ
ɼȯȍʆࢫɰǷࢫɼֿȄܧݰȓࢫۂʏࢫ Վַࢫ�ȓɨʊɮȡࢫɵɡɦࢫ ȆɢȻǷࢫȳɡȗȎȗɦ ࢫ ՔɉݍݵȄ

�ɤȄɼȳȡֿ ȄםȲȯɀࢫȄݍݨȯʆȯࢫɽɨɦڌʏࢫ
ɚȳȼɦȄࢫ ȉ؈ɰࢫ Ȇɭࢫ Ƞȵɮʆࢫ ʅȱɦȄࢫ ȄɽɦǸȍɗٰڈȆࢫȄםȓɛȳȼࢫȆɺɐȊȆɇɼࢫ
ɆȆɮɱֿࢫȓʊȋȳɐɦȄ֗ࢫȩɮȸȖࢫȆɺɦࢫɚֺɇǼȉࢫɰȆɳɐɦȄࢫȍɓȳɦْڈȆࢫ ȄɼࢫȈȳɔɦȄɼ
�ࢫ¢ȯʈȲǷࢫɰǷࢫȓɨǾȆɛࢫȆɳɦࢫșȧȳȻɼࢫ�ɖɽɦǸɭ؈فࢫɓࢫɽɸࢫȆɭࢫɖȆȼȘɟȆȉ
ɂɽȫǷࢫȲȆɮɓࢫɯɦȆɏࢫȄםȓɃɽࢫȓɈȷȄɽȉࢫȓɏɽɮȣɭࢫɼֿȄܧݰȓࢫɦȄۘܣࢫ
�ȆɺɮɮȿǷࢫɼݍݰɵȸࢫʎɌȧࢫɰǼɗࢫɼȴڊʏࢫɬȯɜʆࢫڲʏࢫɛǷظۜܢࢫȔȆȡȲȮࢫ
ǻڲʄࢫ ȓȍȸɴɦȆȉࢫ Ȓɽɜɨɦࢫ ɪǾȆɸࢫ ɻȕȄȰࢫȲȯɀɭࢫ ȯȨȉࢫ ɯɏȯɦȄ֗ࢫȄȱɸɼࢫ
ǴȆȸɴɦȄࢫȔȆɱȆɳɘɦȄࢫȝɡɦȄ؈فȔȄࢫɪɮɐɦȄࢫȝɭڴ�ʏࢫȄȱɺɗࢫȆɭࢫȩɮȸʇࢫȆɳɦࢫ

�¡ȯɐȊǷࢫɝɗǷࢫɽȨɱࢫȆɳɭֺ ȧǸȉ؈فࢫɈɱࢫɰǷ
ɯɓȳɦȆȋɼࢫɵɭࢫɜțْڈȆࢫȍɡɦȄ؈فȒࢫȆɺȸɘɳȉ֗ࢫɤɽɜȕࢫɰǻࢫȲȯɀɭࢫȆɏȄȯȉǻٮڈȆࢫ
�ࢫ¢ȆɭࢫɰǻࢫǷȯȉǷࢫɯȷȳɦȆȉࢫȓɨǾȆɛࢫɤȄɼȳȡǷࢼܣࢫɳȕɼࢫ�ȑȸȧɼࢫȆɺȷȯȧࢫɽɸ
ɆȆɮɱֿࢫ�ȓʊɨȡࢫɻɱǻࢫɯɦȆɐɦࢫ ȄɼࢫɤȆɢȻֿ ȄࢫɾȲǸɗ֗ࢫʏڌɽɦȆȉࢫȳɐȻǷۘܢࢫȧ

ȳȫǵ֗ࢫɯɨȸȘȷǷࢫɻɦ֗ࢫȓɨɸȆȡࢫǻڲʄࢫɵʆǷࢫɨɮȨʊȷۚܣ¡�ࢫࢫ

“I started off by 
ordering materials 
from the US and 
practicing in earnest.”
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